SET-UP

1. Place all 150 tiles (including the WildTiles) facedown in the center of the table. These form the BUNCH.

2. Each player now takes their ‘STARTING TILES’ from the BUNCH:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAYERS</th>
<th>2 to 4</th>
<th>5 to 6</th>
<th>7 to 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STARTING TILES</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HOW TO PLAY

Object: Be the first to use all your letters.

1. To start, any player calls out “SPLIT!” Everyone simultaneously turns their tiles faceup and races to arrange them in their own intersecting word grid... Words must read left to right horizontally, or top to bottom vertically. You may rearrange your grid at any time, and as often as you like.

WildTiles! If a player has a WildTile, it can be used as any letter the player chooses. Like all other tiles, WildTiles must be used as part of a word. Each tile can represent only one letter at a time when placed in a grid. If a player rearranges their grid, the WildTile may represent a new letter.

2. Whenever a player places their last faceup letter in their grid, that person calls out “PEEL!” Every player—including the one saying “PEEL”—then takes another tile from the BUNCH.

3. At any time during the game, you may call out “DUMP!” and put one of your letters back, facedown in the BUNCH. However, you MUST take three more tiles in exchange! This has no effect on other players and there’s no limit to the number of times you may DUMP.

WINNING!

When the BUNCH is depleted to fewer tiles than number of players, the first person to use ALL their letters in a connected word grid and calls out “BANANAS!” wins that hand and is declared TOP BANANA! At the end of the hand, the winning player must announce what letter(s) each WildTile represent, so that other players can inspect their grid.

Other players may now inspect the winning grid. If it contains a misspelled word, proper noun, abbreviation or other unacceptable word, the other players call out “ROTTEN BANANA!” and that player is out of the game. The ROTTEN BANANA’s letters are returned to the BUNCH facedown. Play resumes for the other players until one of them calls out “BANANAS!”
OTHER WAYS TO PLAY

“Best of...”
BANANAGRMS is fast and fun! Sometimes, it’s over before you’ve had your fill...
If that’s the case, play the ‘best of’ three or five hands. Whoever wins the most games is TOP BANANA!

Banana Smoothie – for when you’re in no mood to rush
1. Place all the tiles facedown on the table.
2. Keeping them facedown, divide them equally among players.
3. Play the regular BANANAGRMS game, BUT with no peeling or dumping.
4. The first player to use ALL their letters and call out "BANANAS!” wins! If the game ends in a stalemate or tie, the player with the longest word in their grid becomes TOP BANANA. If you have the same number of letters in your longest words...
Play another hand!

Banana Café – great for playing while waiting in restaurants
1. Put the BANANAGRMS game on the table, leaving all tiles in the pouch.
2. Each player takes 21 facedown tiles from the pouch.
3. Play BANANAGRMS the usual way, with dumping, BUT no peeling.
4. The first player to use ALL their letters and call out "BANANAS!” wins the game!

Banana Solitaire – for when you need a little alone time
1. Place all the tiles facedown.
2. Take 21 tiles and play as usual...
3. Try to beat your own best time using all the letters—or try to make as few words as possible! This can be a relaxing way to hone your BANANAGRMS skills.

FROM LENCASES TO SMALL SPACES—TWO MORE GAMES
YOU’LL GO WILD FOR!

My First BANANAGRMS®
Perfect for the younger bunch, My First BANANAGRMS uses lowercase letters and double-letter tiles to help your pre-reader inch their way toward ultimately learning how to play our classic BANANAGRMS word game!

BANANAGRMS® Duel
This head-to-head BANANAGRMS face-off is the small space word race for two! Duel with another player to build words grids with letter cubes and theme cards. BANANAGRMS Duel – another BANANAGRMS game perfect for on-the-go fun!
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